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JOEY YAP'S COPYRIGHT NOTICE ON EXCLUSIVE TERMINOLOGY:

Please take note that the Qi Men Dun Jia charts, designs and terminologies used in this book are the author's original literary expression and are therefore copy protected. The following are the exclusive copyrighted Qi Men terminology created by the author:

Joey Yap's BaZi Mastery System™, Joey Yap's Yi Jing Mastery System™, Joey Yap's Qi Men Dun Jia Mastery System™: Qi Men Sage Path™, Qi Men Warcraft™, Qi Men Forecasting Methods™, Qi Men Feng Shui™, Qi Men Destiny & Life Transformation™, Qi Men Strategic Execution™, Spiritual Qi Men™, Qi Men Oracle™.


Names of the 9 Stars: Heavenly Grass, Grain, Destructor, Assistant, Bird, Heart, Pillar, Ambassador and Hero.

Names of the 8 Doors: Rest Door, Life Door, Harm Door, Delusion Door, Scenery Door, Death Door, Fear Door and Open Door.

Any reproduction of the above terminologies for the use of Qi Men Dun Jia will require permission from the author.
Do this First

Throughout the workshop, we will refer to your Personal BaZi Chart. To plot your BaZi Profile chart, go to:

www.joeyyap.com/bzchart

Sample: This is how your Chart looks like
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## Qi Men Dun Jia & Its Usage

Joey Yap’s Qi Men can be used for the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Qi Men Forecasting™</strong></th>
<th>Through highly-specific techniques, Qi Men can be used to forecast a wide range of different situations or activities. Whether to forecast the result of a sporting event, or the location of a lost item, there are different Qi Men Charts that help users obtain information for better decision making.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Qi Men Strategic Execution™**  
Date, Time and Activity Selection | Qi Men has the ability to calculate the Qi of the instant to derive a Golden Moment suitable for carrying out important undertaking. By understanding the Qi flow in a specific hour and day and in a specific direction, Qi Men can recommend the best moment in time to proceed. |
| **Qi Men Feng Shui™** | Users can deploy the techniques of Qi Men to uncover the Feng Shui outlook of a property. Through specific Feng Shui Qi Men methods, users can determine whether a property is receiving the Qi needed to help its occupants achieve positive results in various areas of life. This subject will be focus of this programme. |
| **Qi Men Destiny Analysis™** | This method focuses on the Qi Men Destiny Chart, which is plotted based on one’s birth date and time. With the right techniques of Qi Men, the BaZi forecast of a person can be obtained accurately. |
| **Spiritual Qi Men™** | All around us, there is a form of energy called Qi. Qi Men can be applied as a tool to chart these energies. Through the deployment of specific Qi Men Chart, we can tailor our life approach in ways that harness the natural energies to achieve our goals in life. |
| **Qi Men Sage Path™** | The mastery of one’s body, mind and soul forms the foundation of one’s successful life. This can be achieved with the wisdom contained in The Sage Path, to achieve one’s aspirations and whatever the heart desires. Sage Path™ is a Qi Men Dun Jia system developed by Joey Yap based on the art of Qi Men methodology skilfully deployed by early strategists and sages like Zhuge Liang and Liu Bowen. |
| **Qi Men Warcraft™** | This is a powerful fusion between the art of Qi Men Dun Jia and the warcraft strategies from the past. This highly precise technique provides an accessible tool that brings the time-tested strategies to life, helping business players rise to the top and become a formidable force in their respective field. |
| **Qi Men Oracle™** | Based on the Flying Palace Small Qi Men (Fei Gong Xiao Qi Men 飛宮小奇門) school and incorporating the San Yuan 8 Doors and Xuan Kong 9 Stars, Qi Men Oracle can be likened to a condensed version of Qi Men Dun Jia which practitioners can utilise in order to make divinations for daily personal endeavours. This is done especially for divinations which require fast decision-making. |
The 10 Stems will have a certain influence on the life of a person when it falls into a specific Palace in a Qi Men Feng Shui Chart. The different results that this achieves will depend on the specific attributes that each Stem represents.

**Jia Wood** is known as the Heavenly Bless or the Green Dragon in Qi Men. It denotes highly positive flow of Qi, benevolent influence and protection for the people. Jia bestows success, happiness and abundance.

**Bing** is known as the Heavenly Power in Qi Men. It denotes charisma and grandeur and represents a person who is endowed with many talents and power. Bing also bestows courage, faith and confidence.

**Ding** is known as the Jade Maiden. It is good for enhancing relationships and nurturing connections. Ding denotes intelligence, wisdom and scholarly achievements.

**Guo** is known as the Heavenly Force in Qi Men. It denotes authority and good planning. It also represents wealth, money or capital.

**Wu Earth** is known as the Heavenly Court in Qi Men or Mishap. It is good for scheming or punishing wrong deeds, representing criminals, masterminds, or people who have done something wrong.

**Ren Water** is known as the Heavenly Prison or the Small Snake. It is an inauspicious Stem for finalising legal disputes but it is not good for going into new business ventures.

**Gui Water** is known as the Heavenly Net. It represents arguments, disputes and miscommunications.

**Xin Metal** is known as the Heavenly Court in Qi Men or Mishap. It is good for scheming or punishing wrong deeds, representing criminals, masterminds, or people who have done something wrong.

**Wu Earth** is known as the Earth Gate. It represents hidden problems, illness and trap.

**Ji Earth** is known as the Earth Gate. It represents hidden problems, illness and trap.

**Geng** is known as the Heavenly Penalty in Qi Men. It is the most inauspicious Stem in Qi Men denoting obstacles, problems, stress, penalty and pain.

**Ren Water** is known as the Heavenly Prison or the Small Snake. It is an inauspicious Stem for finalising legal disputes but it is not good for going into new business ventures.

**Gui Water** is known as the Heavenly Net. It represents arguments, disputes and miscommunications.
The 8 Doors represent the human conditions and circumstances associated with the palace in which they appear. For this reason, the Door Plate is also known as the Man Plate or the Earth Realm. It governs human action and strategy.
The 9 Stars represent Heavenly Matters. This means they symbolise the “right time” aspect of events and circumstances. They also represent the movement of the heavenly or celestial bodies and their impact on Earth and people.

- **The Heavenly Bird** represents balance.
- **The Heavenly Heart** represents leadership, career, and success.
- **The Heavenly Hero** is a source of bravery and courage and represents popularity, beauty, and attraction.
- **The Heavenly Grain** governs property luck.
- **The Heavenly Assistant** is auspicious with an affinity for education and academic luck.
- **The Heavenly Pillar** symbolises communication and influence.
- **The Heavenly Grass Star** represents vast knowledge and wisdom, as well as leadership and risk-taking.
- **The Heavenly Ambassador** is an auspicious star that represents wealth.
- **The Heavenly Destructor** can be controlling and aggressive, as such it has an affinity with physical and competitive activities.
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The Eight Deities or the Eight Generals in Qi Men Dun Jia represent the universal energy or spirit energy that Qi Men Charts so often reference, indicating the fortunes of an individual and how the outcome of an event will be affected.

The Chief is a highly auspicious deity and the embodiment of wealth and fame. In Feng Shui, is is the most auspicious and blessed sector in the house.

The Great Moon is associated with knowledge and secrets, as well as blessings and happy events.

The Six Harmony is an auspicious Deity that governs relationships and personal affairs.

The Nine Earth is associated with gentleness, nurturing, respect and humility.

The Nine Heavens is energetic and active. As such it has an affinity with dynamism, beauty and intelligence.

The Surging Snake is gloomy and eccentric, yet practical. It is associated with sinister and strange occurrences.

Red Phoenix is an inauspicious deity which represents gossip and quarrels.

The Black Tortoise is an inauspicious deity. It represents theft and Sha Qi.

The inauspicious deity Grappling Hook signifies catastrophes.

The inauspicious deity White Tiger denotes harm and aggression, as well as violence.
Did somebody say Feng Shui?
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